A unified numerically solvable framework for dispersion relations with arbitrary number of species drifting at arbitrary directions and with Krook collision is derived for linear uniform/homogenous kinetic plasma, which largely extended the standard one [say, T. Stix, Waves in Plasmas, AIP Press, 1992]. The purpose of this work is to provide a kinetic plasma dispersion relation tool not only the physical model but also the numerical approach be as general/powerful as possible. As a very general application example, we give the final dispersion relations which assume further the equilibrium distribution function be bi-Maxwellian and including parallel drift, two directions of perpendicular drift (i.e., drift across magnetic field), ring beam and loss-cone. Both electromagnetic and electrostatic versions are provided, with also the Darwin (a.k.a., magnetoinductive or magnetostatic) version. The species can be treated either magnetized or unmagnetized. Later, the equations are transformed to the matrix form be solvable by using the powerful matrix algorithm [H. S. Xie and Y. Xiao, Plasma Science and Technology, 18, 2, 97, 2016], which is the first approach can give all the important solutions of a linear kinetic plasma system without requiring initial guess for root finding and thus can be extremely useful to the community. To our knowledge, the present model would be the most comprehensive one in literature for the distribution function constructed bases on Maxwellian, which thus can be applied widely for study waves and instabilities in space, astrophysics, fusion and laser plasma. We limit the present work to non-relativistic case.
Introduction
Due to the complicated evolution of charged particles and electromagnetic field, one of the most important feature of plasma is the numerous waves and instabilities. The fundamental features of linear waves and instabilities in uniform/homogenous plasma can be described by dispersion relation and are discussed by many authors in monographes [3] [4] [5] and textbooks (cf. [6] ). In standard treatment of kinetic plasma dispersion relation, the velocity space equilibrium distribution function is assumed to be f s0 = f s0 (v , v ⊥ ), thus can not treat the cases with drift across magnetic field. To including the arbitrary directions of drift and collision would largely extend the application range of the dispersion relation, with the instabilities in the non-uniform shock [11, 14] be one of numerous of them.
In this work, we try to provide a most comprehensive linear kinetic plasma dispersion relation tool to the community, which includes lots of new capabilities in both the physical model and algorithm. The tool is largely benefit from the powerful matrix approach of PDRK solver [1] , which is the first algorithm can yield all the important kinetic solutions without initial guess for root finding. The new tool is named as PASS (Plasma wAve and inStability analySis), which includes the present work be kinetic version PASS-K succeed from PDRK [1] (hereafter 'PASS-K' is refered equivalent to 'PDRK'), the fluid version PASS-F succeed from PDRF [16] , and possibly more.
In the following sections, we firstly derive the most general kinetic dispersion relation equation with drift across the magnetic field and Krook collision in section 2. In section 3, we assume a very general extended Maxwellian
Starting equations
We consider only the collisionless case or with a Krook collision, the kinetic equation for each species is the Vlasov equation with Krook collision at the right hand side
where the distribution function F s (r, v, t) = n s0 f s (r, v, t), and q s , m s and n s0 are the charge, mass and the number density of species s, respectively. When the collision frequency ν s = 0, the equation reduces to a collisionless case. The Maxwell equations for fields can be either
for electromagnetic case, or
for electrostatic case, where
dv = dv 3 = dv x dv y dv z and c = 1/ √ 0 µ 0 is the speed of light. The accelerate term a s can be caused by other external forces such as the gravity and other (magneto-)hydro-dynamic forces due to spatial inhomogeneity, which then would cause drift motions across the magnetic field. A typical example is the low hybrid drift instability (LHDI) in space (e.g., in current sheet and shock cases) and fusion [9] plasma (e.g., in mirror and field-reversed configuration).
To extend the application range, we will also given the Darwin model [16] version. In Darwin mode, all field variables can be divided into two parts: the transverse (T, divergence free) part and the longitudinal (L, curl free) part, i.e.,
The corresponding field equations are
where for our usage we need only the last two of them. The only difference from full electromagnetic model is that the term ∂ t E T is dropped in the Darwin model. The Darwin model which eliminates the high frequency electromagnetic wave ω 2 ∼ k 2 c 2 , is particular interesting in theoretical study and kinetic particle-in-cell and Vlasov simulations, i.e., which can use large time steps in simulation and saves the computation resource a lot [10] .
We assume the zero-order term be a homogenous system with f s (v) = f s0 (v) + f s1 (v), dv 3 f s0 = 1, a s = a s0 , E = E 0 + E 1 and B = B 0 + B 1 . The conventional derivation is further assume a s0 = 0 and E 0 = 0, whereas we treat also a s0 0 and E 0 0 in this work.
Without loss of generality, we assume the background magnetic field in z direction, i.e., B 0 = B 0ẑ = (0, 0, B 0 ). The zero-order equations
where v ds = dv 3 v f s0 . We introduce a cylindrical velocity coordinates 1 
Thus we have ∂ f s0 ∂φ = 0 if B 0 0, i.e., f s0 = f s0 (v ⊥ , v ). And, we have assume the force balance in the z-direction, i.e., m s q s a s0z + E 0z = 0. The first order kinetic equation is (we have dropped the '1' subscript)
and Fourier transform the equation using ∂/∂r → ik, ∂/∂t → −iω and also ∂ t B = −∇ × E, we obtain
where ω cs = q s B 0 m s is the cyclone frequency. Without loss of generality, we can assume 2 the wave vector k = (k x , 0, k z ) = (k sin θ, 0, k cos θ), which gives k ⊥ = k x and k = k z . We study four cases: For convenient to theoretical study, we let the user to choose whether a species is magnetized or unmagnetized 3 , i.e., say for a electromagnetic case, the different species can be either magnetized (labeled as 'm') or unmagnetized (labeled as 'u').
For unmagnetized case, Eq. (20) reduces to
where k · v = k x v x + k z v z or k · v = k z v + k x v ⊥ cos φ + k x v dsx , which gives the solution for f u s is
For magnetized case, Eq. (20) reduces to
where
. The solution for magnetized f m s is much complicated. Instead of the approaches using the method of characteristics in Refs. [3] and [11] , we using the approach similar to Ref. [6] , which solves the differential equation directly. That is to say, Eq.(23) is a first order linear differential equation of the form
which has a general solution
where the integration factor term P(x)dx in our case is
and thus
We notice that Eq.(27) can not reduce to (22) by set ω cs = 0, i.e., the magnetized version can not reduce to unmagnetized version by set ω cs = 0. Thus we should treat them separately. 3 A typical case is in shock study, say Ref. [14] , where electron are magnetized and drift ions are treated unmagnetized. 4 
Electrostatic case
For electrostatic case, k × E = 0, E = −ikΦ, and only Poisson equation for field is required. We have
The unmagnetized species
∂v . The corresponding charge density is
The velocity space integral may not be easy for complicated f s0 , and probably better calculate at (v x , v y , v z ) coordinates instead of (v ⊥ , φ , v ).
For magnetized species
and
which is not yet in a useful form. Let us do some further calculations step by step. We have used cylindrical coordinates (v ⊥ , φ , v ) with dv 3 = v ⊥ dφ dv ⊥ dv , and note ∂ f s0 /∂φ = 0. Use cos φ = (e iφ + e −iφ )/2, we have
Now, we use the following expansion
where J n (y s ) it the nth order Bessel function. And we have
5
We further use
and thus in Eq.(34)
where we have used (J n+1 + J n−1 ) = (2n/y s )J n . Further integral out dφ in Eq.(34) gives
where because 2π 0 e i(m−n)φ dφ = 2πδ m,n , and δ m,n is Kronecker delta. Thus we find the final form is very similar to the standard Harris dispersion relation form, except the term x s .
Combine the magnetized and unmagnetized species ρ s and substitute them to the Poisson equation (29), we obtain the final electrostatic dispersion relation
where ω 
Electromagnetic case
For electromagnetic case, B = (k × E)/ω, the field equations we needed are
Our Eq.(52) is the same as in Ref. [11] when set our v dsy = 0 and ν s = 0, and their k y = 0. Thus, using sin φ = −i(e iφ − e −iφ )/2 and
And thus we have
with
Write out each terms:
[agree with Umeda18, except that his four terms can cancel]
[agree with Umeda18]
[agree with Umeda18, except that his two terms can cancel]
. At v dsy = 0 and ν s = 0 limit, our result reduces to exactly the same result as the Eq.(25) of Ref. [11] . By further set v dsx = 0, our result reduces to the standard without across magnetic field drifts one in Ref. [6] and the non-relativistic case in Ref. [3] . We should also note that when v dsx,y 0, the matrix elements Π i j are not symmetric or antisymmetric any more.
The Q in electromagnetic dispersion relation is
Darwin model case
For Darwin model, we still have B = (k × E)/ω, and thus the calculation of current J = J u + J m is exactly the same as in Eq.(45), i.e., the kinetic solutions to the distribution function f s and current J do not need change as in the above electromagnetic model, which simplify our derivation a lot.
We discuss the change of the field equation here. In Fourier space, we have
where U, V and W are vectors. The field equations we needed are
i.e.,
or
where the only change from the electromagnetic model is that the I · E term is changed to be ( 
Eqs. (43), (48) and (61) with Q in (56) are our starting electrostatic, electromagnetic and Darwin dispersion relations with drift across magnetic field. The above dispersion relations are valid for arbitrary non-relativistic distribution functions. Later, we will limit our study to treat a special case of the distribution function f s0 .
The Dispersion Relation for Extend Maxwellian Distribution
The extend Maxwellian distribution here means bi-Maxwellian distribution with loss cone, parallel and perpendicular drifts and ring beam. We model it use the following equilibrium distribution function.
Equilibrium distribution function
We assume equilibrium distribution function 2 , and , and
with v ⊥tsa = v ⊥ts and v ⊥tsb = √ α s v ⊥ts . That is, the equilibrium distribution function f s0 is separated to two sub-distributions:
where v dsx , v dsy , v dsz are the drift velocities in x (perpendicular 1), y (perpendicular 2) and z (parallel) directions, respectively. And, v dsr is the perpendicular ring beam velocity, and erfc(−x) = 1 − erf(−x) = 1 + erf(x) is the complementary error function, with erfc(x) ≡ . We define the temperature anisotropic λ T sσ = T zs /T ⊥sσ . The parameters ∆ s and α s determine the depth and size of the loss-cone 4 . Here, ∆ s ∈ [0, 1], for max loss cone and no loss cone. If ∆ s = 1 or α s = 1, i.e., r sa = 1 and r sb = 0, the above equation reduced to no loss cone case. Note f s0 dv = f s0z dv = f s0⊥ dv = f s0σ dv = f s0⊥σ dv = 1.
We will use the same distribution in magnetized and unmagnetized versions to simplified the notations. For unmagnetized version, to remove the trouble of integral, we study only v dsr = 0. How to justify the assumed distribution to the realistic physics problem is leave to the user. For example, the linearized equation (i.e., the dispersion relations) can also run when the zero order current and charge density are not zero. Thus, the user should justify whether it is reasonable.
Several ∂ f s0 /∂v terms are particular useful for further discussions:
where we have used that f s0 = σ=a,b r sσ f s0σ .
Notations
Note the definition of v ts , i.e., v ts =
as in Ref. [12] . Other notations:
. Note: Ω s < 0 for electron (q s < 0), and thus also ρ csσ < 0 and a sσ < 0. [Note the definition in previous bi-Maxwellian version:
We use 'ES3D' or 'ES', 'EM3D' or 'EM', 'Darwin' to represent the electrostatic, electromagnetic and Darwin version, respectively. And with suffix '-U' and '-M' to represent the corresponding unmagnetized and magnetized species.
Some integrals and functions
Here, we also clarify the correctly treat of the plasma dispersion function for k z ≤ 0. The standard definition of plasma dispersion function Z(ζ) is
where C is the Landau contour to analytic continuation from Im(ζ) > 0 to Im(ζ) ≤ 0. However, for our usage the above definition to plasma dispersion function with ζ s = ω−k cs k ts is only correct when k ts > 0, where for example k ts = k v zts . To correctly capture the physics, one should be careful of the analytic continuation for both k ts > 0 and k ts ≤ 0. From standard derivation of the dispersion relations based on Laplacian transformation instead of Fourier transformation which considered the causality, say Ref. [6] , we obtain the correct analytic continuation one should be
where P refers to the principal value integral. The corresponding J-pole expansion should also be modified for k ts ≤ 0, which will be discussed later. We can find easily that for k ts < 0, one can use Z(ζ s ) = −Z(−ζ s ), which will simplify our later usage.
To simplify the notation, we define also the function Z p (ζ s , k ts ), and have
where we have used
Later, we will find by using Z 0,1,2,3 will simplify the notations a lot, and also will make the matrix linear transformation quite straightforward, say,
For Bessel function, we have (p256 of Ref. [3] ):
n J n (x), and
and c = b or 0. Here, we calculate A n , B n and C n using numerical integral. When b = c = 0, the above integrals reduce to the conventional Maxwellian form with modified Bessel function I n and I n , i.e.,
Thus, for species with v dsr = 0, we will still use the Bessel function form Γ n and Γ n .
Note, we have
We have checked in Matlab, the speed of numerical integral is also fast, compared to using the Bessel function. To short the notation, we would also use such as A n (0) = A n (a sσ , b sσ , 0) and
For short the notations using
Note also:
Expansion A n and B n at a → 0 would be useful. For |y| 1 and
2 .
Electrostatic dispersion relation
We derive the electrostatic dispersion relation in this subsection base on Eq.(43) and the distribution function (62). The term
, and thus
and thus the magnetized s=m term in Eq. (43) is
We find the above result is the same as in Ref. [13] ring-beam case, except that our new (1) ω sn = ω − k z v dsz − nω cs −k x v dsx + iν s , and (2) the summation for loss cone. For the unmagnetized species
where we have chosen the transformation
Further consider
we need a new transformation to let the two variables k x v ⊥tsσ x + k z v zts z change to a single variable kv tsσ x, which is
To transform the integral to be able to use the Z function, we need e −x 2 term be separate. It is not easy to do so, except only when we set v dsr = 0, i.e., b sσ = 0 and A sσ =
2 ) ,
where we have used (λ T sσ − 1)z term is integralled to be zero which makes the result simplified a lot.
Thus we obtain the final electrostatic dispersion relation
The above dispersion relation Eq.(83) is very general, except that required v dsr = 0 for unmagnetized species.
Electromagnetic dispersion relation
The electromagnetic case is much complicated than the electrostatic case.
Unmagnetized terms
We start from the unmagnetized term firstly. We use the same transformation for v as in the unmagnetized electrostatic case. Again, we assume v dsr = 0 for unmagnetized species, and calculate term by term: 
2 ) (note: A sσ = 1), we have
The odd function term from y and z can be integralled to vanish, and thus we have omitted them in the above final expressions. Note
and we have used:
And
with terms in vv
•
• 2 ) . We calculate term by term, similar to = −1+
we have others 
where the argument for Z 0,1,2,3 is ζ sσ . Note, with the '→' means that to integral out the x, y and z terms, say, y, z → 0,
, we have used
• (ax + bz)(cx + dz + e) f = ac f x 2 + ad f xz + ae f x + bc f xz + bd f z 2 + be f z → ac f Z 2 + ae f Z 1 + 1 2 bd f Z 0 .
• (ax + bz)(cx − dz + e) f = ac f x 2 − ad f xz + ae f x + bc f xz − bd f z 2 + be f z → ac f Z 2 + ae f Z 1 − 1 2 bd f Z 0 .
• (ax + bz)(cy
Although the above expressions are much complicated and need be carefully, they can be solved easily by PASS-K matrix approach. We have also checked that, when ν s = 0, λ T sσ = 1 and v dsz = v dsy = 0, the result can reduce to exactly the same form as in Ref. [14] .
Magnetized terms
Next, we calculate the magnetized terms.
Since we have defined A n , B n , C n , we do not need transform v ⊥ .
Thus,
] .
) .
where the argument for Z 0,1,2,3 is ζ sn , and we have used
2 , the last n terms in P m s11 , P m s22 and P m s33 yields to 1. We derive the above equation base on (define ω sn = ω sn − k z v , i.e., ω sn = ω sn + k z v )
where '→' means we have omitted the coefficient '−2 f s0σ '. We find by set ν s = 0, v dsx = v dsy = 0, these P m si j reduce exactly the same one as in Ref. [12] ring beam case. By set ν s = 0, v dsy = v dsr = 0, we have also checked that they can reduce to the one in Ref. [11] for drift across magnetic field case.
Final Form
The final form of the electromagnetic dispersion relation is the combine of the above unmagnetized P 
Transform to PASS-K matrix Equation
The conventional root finding approach to solve the above dispersion relations can only give one solution at one time and heavily depends on initial guess. The Cauchy contour integral approach [22] can locate all the solutions in a selected complex domain, however which still can not give all the important solutions and is also difficult for complicated dispersion relation. To solve the dispersion relation using PASS-K matrix approach [1] , which can give all the important solution at one time, we need two further steps:
where b j and c j are constants for given J, as given in Ref. [1] for k ts > 0;
• (2) Do linear transformation to a equivalent matrix eigenvalue problem. The standard eigenvalue library can solve all the eigenvalues of a matrix.
The first step with J = 8 has been used well for more than thirty years in WHAMP [2] code; The second step is firstly developed in the first version of PASS-K/PDRK code [1] . We derive the corresponding equations step by step. 
which is written to one compact form for both k ts > 0 and k ts ≤ 0, with c s j = k cs + |k ts |c j . And
We find the result is very simple by use Z 0,1,2,3 , which would also make the EM3D-M case be much simpler than the previous PASS-K [1] derivation. This is also why we use Z 0,1 in the ES3D case, which gives a more compact form.
Thus, we obtain the relations between J u and E, which has the following form (with s=u ) 
with the coefficients 
Considering that c j are complex number and k x , k z and ν s are real number, the singularity of the above form is also only k = 0.
The magnetized terms
Similarly to the unmagnetized case, considering the defination σ It is thus easy to find that after J-pole expansion, the relations between J m and E has the following form (with 
with the coefficients are also removable. Thus, the overall equations have no singularity and will not meet numerical difficulty. In the solver, to short the code, if k x ρ s < k δ we set k x ρ s = k δ for magnetized species in EM version. For example, we can set k δ = 10 −30 . Combining Eqs. (89), (90) and (92), the equivalent linear system for electromagnetic dispersion relation can be 27 obtained as 
which yields a sparse matrix eigenvalue problem, where b 11 = b m 11 + b u 11 and so on. The symbols v sn jx , j x,y,z and J x,y,z used here do not have direct physical meanings but are analogy to the perturbed velocity and current density in the fluid derivations of plasma waves. The elements of the eigenvector (E x , E y , E z , B x , B y , B z ) still represent the original electric and magnetic fields. Thus, the polarization of the solutions can also be obtained in a straightforward manner. The dimension of the matrix is N N = 3 × (N S mN J + N S uJ + 1)
And another good aspect of the final PASS-K matrix equation is that it is valid for arbitrary real number of k x and k z , i.e., θ ∈ [0, 2π] and the only requirement is k 0.
The Darwin case
Based on the electromagnetic result, the Darwin model case is straightforward, where the linear system for J = J m + J u = (σ m + σ u ) · E = σ · E is the same to electromagnetic case. We only need to modify the the linear system of the Maxwells equations, which are also straightforward
and the matrix eigenvalue problem becomes ωM B · X = M A · X, where M A is still the same as the electromagnetic one from Eq.(95) and M B changes from unit matrix I N N ×N N to
Though ( kk k 2 ) 3×3 may not be full rank matrix, the standard eigenvalue library, such as 'eig()' in Matlab, can solve the eigenvalue problem well.
The polarizations
The matrix solver can obtain (E x , E y , E z , B x , B y , B z ) directly 6 from the matrix eigenvalue problem. Considered that the magnitude of the wave has no meaning for a linear system, we should do normalizations. We set |E| = 1mV/m and E x = Re(E x ). 
Benchmark
There exists numerous applications of this newly developed updated version PASS-K tool, we only show some typical benchmarks to the reader to get a flavor of it.
The first benchmark is the ring beam case in Ref. [12] , which is to make sure the function A n , B n and C n are treated correctly in our model. The results are shown in Fig.1 , with very good agreement with Min's [17] code. The second benchmark shown in Fig.2 is the mixed of magnetized and unmagnetized species in Ref. [14] for the instabilities driven by perpendicular beam in shock, which also show good agreement. And, the treatment of ion to be magnetized species also shows close result to the unmagnetized ion model, which implies that the unmagnetized ion assumption is valid in that case. This also gives us confidence of the validity of our magnetized model, since that the equations are totally different but yield similar solution as should be. The third benchmark shown in Fig.3 is for the Darwin model in Ref. [16] , which is the same as the one solved using accurate Z function with conventional iterative root finding in Fig.5 of Ref. [16] . Here, we have also shown other branches and k z < 0 branches. The symmetry between k z < 0 and k z > 0 solutions implies that the Z function is treated correctly for k z < 0 in this new solver. • , which shows very good agreement. PASS-K gives all the three unstable branches, whereas the third branch 'passk-em-3' could easily be missed by the iterative root finding approaches used in Min's [17] or Umeda's [12] codes. One branch of the electrostatic PASS-K solution is also shown for reference, which is close to the electromagnetic one implies that this branch is essentially an electrostatic mode. The results also agree well with the PIC simulation result in Ref. [12] .
The benchmark parameters for above cases are listed below.
• Defaultly we use SI unit: c = 2.99792458e8, 0 = 8.854187817e − 12, k B = 1.38064852e − 23, q e = 1.60217662e − 19, m p = 1.6726219e − 27.
• Parameters for Ref. [12] benchmark: B 0 = 96.24E − 9. The purpose of the present work is to provide the foundation of this new tool. And thus, the applications to new examples would be discussed in other works. assk-em-u passk-em-m, N=60
Muschietti2017 Fig. 1 , -e =0.02 Figure 2 : Benchmark the electromagnetic penpendicular beam dispersion relation between PASS-K and Ref. [14] Fig. 1 with the parameters θ = 50 • and β e = 0.02, which shows very good agreement. Ref. [14] assumes unmagnetized ions and magnetized electron. 'passk-em-u' uses the same assumption; whereas 'passk-em-m' uses also magnetized ions with N = 60 where the n has convergent. The agreement between '-U' and '-M' versions also implies that the unmagnetized ions is a valid assumption for this case. 
Summary and Discussion
In summary, a powerful new kinetic dispersion relation tool is developed, which largely extend both the physical models and numerical capacilities of other works in literature. The advantages of this new version of PASS-K tool is that it contents many new features (anisotropic temperature/loss cone/drift in arbitrary direction/ring beam/collision, unmagnetized/magnetized, electrostatic/electromagnetic/Darwin, etc) and can be widely applied. And compared to some other solvers, the k z = 0 (θ = π/2) and k x = 0 (θ = 0) cases are not singular in PASS-K. What is more, the k z < 0 modes are also correctly treated. The most attractive feature is that it does not require initial guess for root finding and thus will not miss solutions. Thus, we think that this is a unified tool what exactly dreamed of by the plasma community.
The limitation of the present PASS-K approach is that it can only used for cases when the 2D velocity integral are decoupled, i.e., usually required f s0 (v) = f z (v ) f ⊥ (v ⊥ ). Typically, the present PASS-K approach can not be used to oblique propagation κ-distribution function [19, 20] and relativistic [3] or other arbitrary distribution [18] cases. However, extensions are possible. For example, for κ-distribution, we can use the similar J-pole for corresponding Z κ function 7 of parallel velocity integral and use Gaussian quadrature for perpendicular velocity integral, which will yield a 2D J-pole expansion and then can be transformed to a equivalent linear matrix eigenvalue problem, which is solvable though the corresponding matrix dimension could be much larger than the Maxwellian one, depends on how many nodes are used for perpendicular velocity integral. And thus, with 2D J-pole expansion, the PASS-K approach can also be used for other distributions and non-uniform magnetic field drift wave case such as in gyrokinetic model [21] . The discussion of these extensions are out of the range of the present work. Besides the conventional iterative root finding approaches, it is still required to develop a new powerful algorithm, say, similar to PASS-K approach, to solve the more challenged relativistic kinetic plasma dispersion relation generally.
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Appendix A. The PASS-K Solver
The update version of PASS-K/PDRK code includes more features, but still consists of two parts: the main program and the input data file. The input file "passk.in" has the follow structure (the case in Fig.2) qs ( One can add the corresponding parameters for additional species. Here, 'qs(e)', ' ms(mp) ', 'ns(m-3)', 'Tzs(eV) ', 'Tps(eV) ', 'alphas', 'Deltas', 'vdsz/c', 'vdsx/c ', ' vdsy/c', ' vdsr/c ', 'nu s ', 'm or u(1/0) ', are the charge in electron charge unit q s /e, mass in proton mass unit m s /m p , density n s0 , parallel temperature T zs , perpendicular temperature T ⊥s , loss cone parameters α s and ∆ s , drift velocities v dsz /c, v dsx /c, v dsy /c, ring beam velocity v dsr /c, collision frequency ν s , and whether the species is magnetized, respectively. Normalizations and other parameters can be set in PASS-K main program (more information can be found at: http://hsxie.me/codes/pdrk/ or https://github.com/hsxie/pdrk/). 7 The κ-distribution Z κ (ζ) = 
